2021 PDGA Pro World Championships - MPO/FPO Rules For The Dynamic Discs Course At Mulligans

Standard O.B. rules apply unless otherwise specified. All ponds and property fences are out of bounds. O.B. lines are marked with white string, paint and or walls, some O.B. lines will have whiskers or stakes for visual reference. Ball golf tee boxes and cart paths are NOT O.B. unless they are beyond marked O.B.

1. **MPO/FPO: Gold Tee-pad.** The practice green near the basket is NOT O.B. Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. All ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply. See driving range net and the irrigation ditch rule.

2. **MPO: Gold Tee-pad. FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply. See ball golf greens rule.

3. **MPO: Gold Tee-pad. FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Mandatory right of the marked mando tree down the fairway on the left. If you miss the mando tree by crossing over the mando line, proceed to the drop zone with a one stroke penalty. Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply. See ball golf greens and irrigation ditch rule.

4. **MPO: Gold Tee-pad. FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Tee shots that come to rest O.B. in ANY pond, players will continue to the marked drop zone with a one stroke penalty. Any subsequent throw after the initial drive, standard O.B. rules apply. See ball golf greens rule.

5. **MPO: Gold Tee-pad. FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Mandatory left (MPO only) of the marked mando tree down the fairway on the right. If you miss the mando tree by crossing over the mando line, proceed to the marked drop zone with a one stroke penalty. Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply.

6. **MPO/FPO: Blue Tee-pad. Island hole.** Tee shots that do not come to rest within the marked perimeter that make up the island green, players will move to the marked drop zone for the next throw with a one stroke penalty. Any subsequent throw after the tee shot or enforced drop zone throw, standard O.B. rules apply.

7. **MPO: Gold Tee-pad. FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Tee shots that come to rest O.B. in ANY pond, players will continue to the marked drop zone with a one stroke penalty. Any subsequent throw after the initial drive, standard rules apply. All tee shots coming to rest O.B. beyond the perimeter of the barbed wire fence, standard O.B. rules apply. See ball golf greens rule.

8. **MPO/FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply. See ball golf greens and irrigation ditch rule.

9. **MPO: Gold Tee-pad. FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply. See ball golf greens and irrigation ditch rule.

10. **MPO/FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Triple mandatory, if you miss the triple mando proceed to the marked drop zone with a one stroke penalty. See driving range net rule.

11. **MPO/FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply. See ball golf greens and driving range net rule.
12. **MPO/FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply. See ball golf greens and driving range net rule. The net has a 75 foot gap in it where the driving range ball scooper drives into the range. That gap has a marked OB line. Standard OB rules apply.

13. **MPO: Gold Tee-pad. FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply. See ball golf greens and irrigation ditch rule.

14. **MPO/FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Mandatory left of the marked mando tree down the fairway on the right. If you miss the mando tree by crossing over the mando line, proceed to the drop zone with a one stroke penalty. Any disc that lands beyond the O.B. wall/line on the right side of the fairway along the cart path will be O.B. Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply. See ball golf greens and irrigation ditch rule.

15. **MPO: Gold Tee-pad. FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Any tee shot that comes to rest O.B. in the pond, players will continue to the marked drop zone with a one stroke penalty. Any subsequent throw after the initial drive, standard O.B. rules apply. Any tee shot coming to rest in O.B. beyond the perimeter of the barbed wire fence or in the stream deep of the fairway, standard O.B. rules apply. The tee of 15 exists in O.B. area. Tee shots must land beyond the pond or beyond the marked O.B. line that extends from the pond water inlet pipe to the perimeter barbed wire fence. The right hand side of the pond, 3’s fairway is O.B. on hole 15. We are allowing a two meter relief from the steep banks of the creek on hole 15.

16. **MPO/FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply.

17. **MPO/FPO: Blue Tee-pad.** Sand traps are played as 806.05 hazard. ALL ponds are O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply.

18. **MPO/FPO: Gold Tee-pad. Island hole.** Tee shots that do not come to rest within the marked perimeter that make up the island green, players will move to the marked drop zone with a one stroke penalty. Any subsequent throw after the tee shot or enforced drop zone throw, standard O.B. rules apply. The sand that makes up the 18th green is not considered a sand trap.

**Ball Golf Greens Rule:** The O.B. line is designated by the first cut, shortest grass, on the ball golf green. If there is a questionable call on the O.B. line, it is initially up to the player and the group to make the call. Please use common sense with a continuation of the shape of the O.B. line from the point of question between 2 points of visible first cut.

**The Driving Range Net Rule:** Any disc that enters the driving range that goes over the top of the net is considered O.B. and standard O.B. rules apply. A disc that goes through a hole in the net or underneath the net is NOT O.B. Wind can lift the bottom of the driving range net and cannot be considered O.B. Please take a meter drop from the point it entered the driving range without penalty.
**The Irrigation Ditch:** The irrigation ditch that runs across hole number 9’s fairway, the right side of hole number 13’s fairway, the right side of hole number 14’s fairway, and the backside deep of hole number 3’s green are considered a relief area. If your Disc comes to rest on the steep embankment or in the bottom of the irrigation ditch, you can take a meter at the last place it was inbounds without a penalty. The irrigation ditch has an unpredictable water flow.

**Barbed Wire Fence Rule:** The barbed wire fence that lines the perimeter of the majority of the golf course property and divides it from the farm fields, is an O.B. line. Standard O.B. rules apply. **HOWEVER, WE ARE ALLOWING AND MANDATING A 2 METER DROP FROM ANY AND ALL BARBED WIRE FENCING FOR SAFETY REASONS. USE THE BOTTOM STRAND OF THE BARBED WIRE FENCE TO PROJECT THE PROPERTY O.B. LINE.**